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Executive summary
The project
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime), in partnership with VicRoads is currently
carrying out investigations and community consultation to identify the preferred strategic option for
a new Murray River crossing at Tooleybuc.

Need for the project
The existing bridge at Tooleybuc limits trucks to General Mass Limits and does not allow Higher
Mass Limits. It cannot be upgraded to achieve required weights and therefore will need to be
eventually replaced with a modern bridge in order to meet capacity requirements.

This report
The purpose of this report is to assess expected environmental issues from each of the three
strategic options by combining results from individual specialist reports carried out for the project.
This report also recommends a preferred option within an environmental impact context based on
this assessment.

Community and stakeholder engagement
VicRoads and Roads and Maritime have consulted with the community and stakeholders throughout
the strategic option selection process.
Community and stakeholder engagement has been used to explain the strategic option selection
process, introduce bridge options considered and seek feedback on these options. Community and
stakeholders have been also engaged through a project value management process.
VicRoads and Roads and Maritime are committed to continued community engagement throughout
the whole process including further designing a preferred option, environmental impact assessment,
detailed design and while building the bridge.

Study area characteristics
The study area covered a 1.5 kilometre wide corridor from Tooleybuc cemetery to the Murray Valley
Highway. Environmental values identified within the study area include:
 The Murray River floodplain
 Noise sensitive receivers
 River access and recreational uses
 Existing landscape and visual amenity
 Areas identified as endangered ecological communities and the presence of hollow and habitat
trees
 Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal cultural heritage items.
None of the current three strategic options directly impact environmental values identified within the
study area, however each option offers comparative advantages and disadvantages. Options
considered
Preliminary investigations were carried out within three broad corridors. Early options assessment
resulted in three strategic options identified for replacing the Tooleybuc Bridge:
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 Yellow option: a high level bridge with no lift span located about 250 metres downstream (north)
of the existing bridge
 Blue option: a low level lift span bridge located next to and upstream (south) of the existing
bridge
 Purple option: a low level lift span bridge located about 100 metres upstream (south) from the
existing bridge.

Options assessment
The three strategic options have been subject to flooding and hydrology, noise and vibration, socioeconomic, biodiversity, Aboriginal and landscape character and visual impact assessment
investigations. These investigations are appended to this report and form the basis of the options
assessment. The results of a preliminary non Aboriginal heritage investigation showed that none of
the three strategic options would impact on heritage items.
This report compares the Yellow, Blue and Purple strategic options against environmental, socioeconomic and heritage criteria to measure comparative performance of each strategic option.
Criteria were developed to help identify a recommended preferred strategic option from an
environmental impact context.
Each strategic option was scored using weighted criteria to inform a recommendation on a preferred
option.

Recommended preferred option
After assessing the three strategic options, the Blue option was found to be the best performing
option against the environmental assessment criteria. The Blue option is considered to best meet
the project objective to minimise environmental, socio-economic and heritage impacts.
This report does not address other project objectives not relating to environmental impacts. This
report identifies the Blue option as the recommended preferred option for the Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement from an environmental impact context. The Blue option has lower heritage and
biodiversity impacts in comparison to other options and it does not require any property acquisitions.
However the Yellow option performs better for some criteria including river tourism and recreation,
noise and landscape character and visual in comparison to the Blue Option. This report identifies
the Purple option as the least preferable option. This recommendation will form part of a wider
evaluation to be undertaken by Roads and Maritime and VicRoads to identify an overall preferred
option when considered against the wider project objectives.

What happens next?
Following the submissions period, VicRoads and Roads and Maritime will collate submissions.
Submission author details will be retained and authors will be subsequently advised when project
information is released.
After considering community comments received, VicRoads and Roads and Maritime will outline
how feedback has improved further design of the preferred option. The community will be kept
informed throughout further project development. VicRoads and Roads and Maritime will proceed
with concept design and planning approval for the project.
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1. Introduction
This chapter introduces the project and its objectives, the project development history and the
purpose of this report.

1.1. Project identification and location
Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime), in partnership with VicRoads is currently
carrying out investigations and community consultation to identify the preferred strategic option for
a new Murray River crossing at Tooleybuc.
The project is located in and around the NSW township of Tooleybuc, about 45 kilometres northwest of Swan Hill and 50 kilometres south of Balranald. The project is located within both NSW and
Victoria. At this location, the Murray River runs south to north, with Victoria on the western side of
the River, and NSW on the east.
Within the NSW section of the project, land is located within the Wakool Shire Council local
government area. Within the Victorian section of the project, land is located within the Swan Hill
Rural City Council local government area.
The location and regional context of the project is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Project location (Source: Roads and Maritime, 2015 (modified))
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1.2. Project background
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is a lifting span Allan truss timber type of bridge which spans across
the Murray River between the NSW and Victorian borders (Figure 2). The existing bridge limits trucks
to General Mass Limits (GML) and does not allow Higher Mass Limits (HML) capable trucks. It cannot
be upgraded to achieve the required HML as the timber elements do not have the structural capacity
to carry the increased mass. The bridge will need to be eventually replaced with a modern bridge in
order to meet capacity requirements. The existing bridge also requires major repairs to keep it
operating in the long term. Recent repairs have included replacing the bridge deck and installing a
temporary Bailey bridge to support the ageing structure to improve safety for motorists.

Figure 2: Existing Tooleybuc Bridge

In October 2012, the NSW Government launched the Bridges for the Bush Initiative, a $145 million
initiative to improve road freight productivity by replacing or upgrading bridges over the next five
years at 17 key locations in regional NSW. The Bridges for the Bush Initiative is informed by the
Timber Truss Bridge Conservation Strategy (Roads and Maritime, 2012) which sets Roads and
Maritime strategic direction for conservation of timber truss road bridges in NSW and has the
endorsement of the endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW. The Timber Truss Bridge
Conservation Strategy identified the need for Tooleybuc Bridge to be replaced.
The existing bridge is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register, the Roads and Maritime Section
170 Register and the Victorian Heritage Register. Roads and Maritime is concurrently preparing an
application for de-listing the existing bridge while development of the new crossing is undertaken.
In April 2013, three broad corridors for the new crossing were displayed by Roads and Maritime for
community feedback. Based on the community feedback received, four preliminary options were
developed and publicly displayed in November 2013.
Roads and Maritime carried out preliminary investigations to identify and analyse environmental
constraints relevant to the new crossing between August 2013 and May 2014.The constraints
analysis covered issues related to the proposed bridge replacement including biodiversity, Aboriginal
heritage, non-Aboriginal heritage, contaminated land, traffic, geotechnical, flooding and hydrology,
engineering, design and river navigation. In May 2014 the constraints analysis was used to short list
the four preliminary options to three strategic options (refer to Figure 3). These investigations are
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documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement: environmental constraints analysis report
(AECOM, 2014).
Design refinements and further field and technical investigations including landscape and urban
design, socio-economic, noise and vibration, hydrology and biodiversity was undertaken on the three
strategic options. The investigations assessed the impact associated with each option and provided
a comparative assessment between options. These investigations are documented in the following
technical papers which are found in the appendices of this report:
 Tooleybuc Bridge detailed hydrology and hydraulics study (Cardno, 2015)
 Noise and vibration impact assessment Tooleybuc Bridge replacement (AECOM, 2014)
 Tooleybuc Bridge replacement socio-economic assessment (PB, 2014)
 Tooleybuc Bridge replacement biodiversity assessment (EnviroKey, 2015)
 Tooleybuc Bridge replacement urban design study including landscape character and visual
impact assessment (APUD, 2014)
 Tooleybuc Bridge replacement Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment (Jacobs, 2015).
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Figure 3: Strategic options as displayed in the May 2014 Community Update (Source: Roads and
Maritime, 2014)
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The Yellow, Blue and Purple options were subject to a value management process in November
2014 in which Roads and Maritime, VicRoads, Swan Hill Rural City Council, Wakool Shire Council
and Balranald Shire Council together with local business and community representatives assessed
the options using qualitative criteria and identified a recommended preferred option. The value
management process is documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge Replacement Value Management
Workshop (Roads and Maritime, 2014) and recommended the Yellow option go forward for further
consideration.
After the value management process, Roads and Maritime made minor design improvements to the
Yellow option to improve the road geometry, aesthetics and bridge embankments. The refined
Yellow option is shown in orange colour in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Updated strategic options with the updated Yellow option alignment (Source: PAA, 2015)
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1.3. Project objectives
The environmental objective for the project is to:
 Minimise environmental impacts and maximise the quality of urban and landscape design
outcomes.
The wider project objectives, considered as part of the broader preferred option evaluation, are to:
 Provide an improved road alignment and width on the Murray River crossing at Tooleybuc
 Provide reliable access over the Murray River to accommodate HML vehicles and overdimension loads
 Provide reliable connection over the Murray River and minimise interruptions at the river
crossing
 Provide a replacement bridge to current standards that minimises ongoing maintenance costs
and demolish the existing bridge structure.

1.4. Purpose and structure of this report
The purpose of this report is to assess the expected environmental issues from each of the three
strategic options and recommend a preferred option based on this assessment.
This PEI report has been structured as follows:
 Introduction – provides background to the project, project purpose and objectives, consultation
undertaken to date, structure of the PEI and assumptions
 Strategic context and statutory and planning framework – outlines the strategic need for the
project, Commonwealth and NSW and Victoria legislative context and likely environmental
planning approval pathway
 Stakeholder and community consultation – outlines community and stakeholder consultation to
date, provides details of how to provide comment on this PEI and addressing comments in a
subsequent submissions report
 Strategic options – outlines details of existing bridge and identification of the short list of
strategic options
 Methodology for comparative assessment of strategic options – provides the description of
assessment methodology and criteria used for the comparative assessment
 Assessment of strategic options – provides an assessment of each strategic option against
criteria and sensitivity analysis against scenarios of different weightings
 Assessment scoring, weighting and sensitive analysis – documents the resulting raw and
weighted scoring achieved by each strategic option for each of the assessment criteria. It also
documents a sensitivity analysis with three different weighting scenarios
 Recommendation of preferred option and next steps – recommends a preferred option and
outlines the rationale behind recommending a preferred strategic option. It outlines the next
steps for the project development
 Appendices – documents detailing hydrology and hydraulics, noise and vibration, socioeconomic, biodiversity, urban design, landscape character and visual impact and Aboriginal
heritage investigations undertaken on the three strategic options.
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2. Strategic context
This chapter describes the compatibility of the project with key strategic planning and policy
documents.
The overarching policies and strategic documents relevant to Tooleybuc Bridge replacement are:
 NSW State Infrastructure Strategy 2012 and Strategy Update 2014
 Long Term Transport Master Plan
 Timber Truss Bridge Strategy
 Bridges for the Bush initiative.
These are discussed in the following sections.

2.1. NSW State Infrastructure Strategy 2012
The NSW State Infrastructure Strategy 2012 (Infrastructure NSW, 2012) notes road freight
productivity is linked to vehicle size and the amount of weight that can be carried. Moving heavier,
larger vehicles requires road networks that can support them. The strategy notes NSW has a number
of gaps in its High Productivity Vehicles (HPV) and HML road network that can cause freight costs
to be higher in NSW than in some other states. Productivity and efficiency constraints along freight
routes in NSW are common and solutions need to be focused on increasing access of HPV and
HML vehicles to specific corridors to enhance competitiveness of the regional suppliers.
Significant investment into the NSW road network to improve road freight routes is therefore
considered necessary to meet the demand for increased access of larger, safer and heavier freight
vehicles. A significant proportion of the forward transport program as part of the NSW State
Infrastructure Strategy 2012 is committed to major road upgrades.
The project aligns with this strategy by providing a replacement bridge capable of safely supporting
HML vehicles thereby facilitating efficient road freight productivity in the area.

2.2. NSW State Infrastructure Strategy Update 2014
The NSW State Infrastructure Strategy Update 2014 (Infrastructure NSW, 2014) notes regional
freight supports production worth more than $80 billion a year to the NSW economy. Around 100,000
jobs rely on the agricultural and mining sectors of NSW, which in turn rely on critical water and freight
infrastructure to remain productive and competitive. Provisional funding of $6 billion from Rebuilding
NSW has been allocated to productive regional infrastructure (with $200 million for the Bridges for
the Bush initiative), focusing on efficient road and rail connections, secure water supplies for regional
industries and communities, and investment in health and education infrastructure to support the
regional workforce and meet the needs of regional communities.
This project aligns directly with this strategy update as the project is being delivered under the
Bridges for the Bush initiative and aims to improve transport efficiency by minimising interruptions at
the river crossing.

2.3. NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan
The NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan (Transport for NSW (TfNSW), 2012) notes road
transport is the most heavily used mode for freight transport, responsible for 63 per cent of current
volumes, followed by rail at 33 per cent. Freight movements along the NSW road network comprise
half of Australia’s road freight, and 75 per cent of all interstate road journeys on NSW roads (Roads
and Maritime, 2012).
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The dominant corridors for interstate freight are between Sydney and Melbourne, and Sydney and
Brisbane. Of this freight task, 80 per cent is via road based on overnight and ‘just-in-time’ delivery
requirements. It has been predicted road freight is going to continue to dominate interstate freight
movement, and will double by 2031 (Commonwealth Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and
Regional Economics, 2010). This is tied to the prediction that the current combined freight task in
NSW is expected to increase from the current 409 million tonnes per annum to about 794 million
tonnes by 2031 (TfNSW, 2012).
The Tooleybuc Bridge replacement is outlined in the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan as a
medium to long term project for the Murray-Murrumbidgee region.

2.4. Timber Truss Bridge Strategy 2012
Roads and Maritime has more than 5000 bridges under its care and control, including 48 historic
timber truss road bridges. The majority of these historic bridges are located on Regional Roads and
local roads where Roads and Maritime has retained responsibility for the structures. The road
network plays a key role in the efficient transport of freight. Currently, road access is generally set at
a 42.5 tonne general access limit for semi-trailer heavy vehicles. NSW is working to ensure
appropriate heavy vehicle access is available across the network, including supporting HMLs at
strategic locations. Retaining historic timber bridges in the light of these evolving traffic requirements
presents a service, safety and risk management challenge for Roads and Maritime. A review of the
48 historic timber truss road bridges was undertaken to determine their operability under the new
HML for heavy vehicles against heritage conservation status. This strategy recommended retaining
26 timber truss bridges for heritage preservation.
The Tooleybuc Bridge has been identified for replacement under the Timber Truss Bridge Strategy
2012 (Roads and Maritime, 2012), which was endorsed by the Heritage Council of NSW in August
2012. The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is not capable of supporting HML loads from freight vehicles,
and has been included in the NSW Government's Bridges for the Bush program of work.
This project will deliver the replacement of the Tooleybuc Bridge which has been identified in the
Timber Truss Bridge Strategy.

2.5. Bridges for the Bush initiative
The Bridges for the Bush initiative was announced by the NSW Government in October 2012 (Roads
and Maritime, 2012). The initiative aims to improve road freight productivity in regional NSW by
replacing or upgrading existing bridges at 17 key locations to improve the mass limits and increase
the capacity of the road network to carry freight and HML vehicles on key freight corridors. The
Bridges for the Bush initiative can have high returns because it can unlock constraints hindering HML
and HPV movements along a whole corridor and the wider road network. This project carries high
economic benefits at a relatively low cost. The initiative aims to prioritise investment on the bridges
and connecting infrastructure that will have the greatest economic impact.
The existing bridge is located on the Mallee Highway which travels through Tooleybuc, linking
Balranald in south western NSW to the Murray Valley and Mallee Highways in north western Victoria.
The Mallee Highway is a strategic road freight corridor in NSW and Victoria and has also been
identified as an alternate road freight route between Sydney and Adelaide. Given the strategic
importance of this route, the project has been included in the NSW Government’s Bridges for the
Bush commitment. Replacing the existing Tooleybuc Bridge would meet the main objectives of the
Bridges for the Bush initiative by reducing maintenance requirements and ongoing costs associated
with timber truss bridges. A new bridge would cater for HML vehicles, improving road freight
productivity.
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3. Statutory planning framework
This chapter outlines the likely planning approval and statutory requirements for the project.
The environmental planning approvals process for the project is subject to the environmental
assessment process of NSW and Victoria. The environmental assessment processes for these two
states is discussed in sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively.
This PEI is a non-statutory part of the project development process. The environmental planning
approval for the preferred strategic option will include an environmental assessment. The
environmental assessment would examine the potential impacts of the preferred strategic option
during construction and operation and would also propose measures to reduce and manage any
identified impacts. The environmental assessment would include community and stakeholder
consultation, and would be placed on public exhibition for comment.

3.1. Commonwealth legislation
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
Under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) a referral is
required to the Australian Government for proposed ‘actions’ that have the potential to significantly
impact on matters of national environmental significance (MNES), or the environment of
Commonwealth-owned land.
The environmental studies undertaken for the project have determined that the project would not
have a significant impact on MNES hence the project does not trigger a referral to the
Commonwealth Minister for the Environment under the EPBC Act.

Water Act 2007
The Commonwealth Water Act 2007 establishes the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA) with
the functions and powers, including enforcement powers, needed to ensure that Basin water
resources are managed in an integrated and sustainable way. The MDBA is the single body
responsible for overseeing water resource planning in the Murray-Darling Basin.
The Commonwealth Water Act 2007 requires the MDBA to prepare the Basin Plan, a strategic plan
for the integrated and sustainable management of water resources in the Murray-Darling Basin. The
Basin Plan comprises of the following:
 An environmental watering plan to optimise environmental outcomes for the Basin
 A water quality and salinity management plan
 Requirements that state water resource plans will need to comply with, if they are to be
accredited
 A mechanism to manage critical human water needs
 Requirements for monitoring and evaluating the effectiveness of the implementation of the
Basin Plan.
The project is required to be undertaken in accordance with the requirements of the Basin Plan.
Further consideration of the Commonwealth Water Act 2007 and Basin Plan will be required
throughout the preparation of the environmental impact assessment of the project.

3.2. NSW Legislation and approvals
Likely planning approval pathway
In accordance with Clause 94 of the State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
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(ISEPP), development for the purpose of a road or road infrastructure facilities on behalf of a public
authority may be carried out on any land without consent. As the project would fall into the definition
of road infrastructure facility and would be carried out by Roads and Maritime, the project would be
assessed under Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) being
Roads and Maritime both the proponent and the determining authority.
A review of environmental factors (REF) will be prepared to meet the requirements of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Act (EP&A Act) Part 5 and Clause 228 of the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Regulation 2000 (EP&A Regulation). At this stage, field
work and investigations undertaken to date suggest the project is unlikely to result in significant
environmental impact and therefore would not trigger an approval under Part 5.1 of the EP&A Act. .

State Environmental Planning Policies
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007
State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (ISEPP) aims to facilitate the effective
delivery of infrastructure across NSW. Clause 94 of ISEPP permits development on any land for the
purpose of a road or road infrastructure facilities to be carried out by or on behalf of a public authority
without consent. As outlined earlier in this section, the project would be assessed under Part 5 of
the EP&A Act with Roads and Maritime the determining authority.
Part 2 of the ISEPP contains provisions for public authorities to consult with local councils and other
public authorities before the start of certain types of development. Future consultation, including
consultation as required by ISEPP, will need to be undertaken in accordance with these
requirements.
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44 – Koala Habitat Protection
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 44 – Koala Habitat Protection (SEPP 44) aims to encourage
the proper conservation and management of areas of natural vegetation that provide habitat for
koalas to ensure that permanent free-living populations are protected in their present range, and to
reverse the current trend of population decline. The policy applies to the Wakool LGA.
Potential impact on Koala Habitat were considered as part of the biodiversity investigations
undertaken for the three options as documented in Appendix D. No ‘Koala habitat’ or ‘potential Koala
habitat’ as defined by SEPP 44 is likely to be impacted by the project.
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – Remediation of Land
State Environmental Planning Policy No. 55 – Remediation of Land (SEPP 55) promotes the
remediation of contaminated land for the purpose of reducing the risk of harm to human health or
any other aspect of the environment. Clause 7(1) states that a consent authority must not consent
to the carrying out of any development on land unless it has considered whether that land is
contaminated and whether remediation is required.
The Tooleybuc Bridge replacement: environmental constraints analysis report (AECOM, 2014) noted
there is a low likelihood of land being affected by contamination from current or historic land use
within the land occupied by the strategic options.
If contaminated land is identified and likely to be disturbed as part of the project, Roads and Maritime
must not consent the project unless is satisfied the land is suitable in its contaminated state (or will
be suitable, after remediation) for the purpose for which the development is proposed.
Murray Regional Environmental Plan No. 2 – Riverine Land (Deemed SEPP)
The ‘Murray Regional Environmental Plan No. 2 – Riverine Land’ (Murray REP), a deemed SEPP,
applies to land within the riverine land of the River Murray within the City of Albury and the areas of
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Balranald, Berrigan, Conargo, Corowa, Deniliquin, Hume, Murray, Wakool, Wentworth and
Windouran. The objectives of the Murray REP are:
(a) To ensure that appropriate consideration is given to development with the potential to adversely
affect the riverine environment of the River Murray
(b) To establish a consistent and coordinated approach to environmental planning and assessment
along the River Murray
(c) To conserve and promote the better management of the natural and cultural heritage values of
the riverine environment of the River Murray.
In accordance with Clause 12(1) of the Murray REP, Roads and Maritime as a public authority would
be required to consult with the National Parks and Wildlife Service should the project affect an
Aboriginal site or any other place that is generally recognised as a place of cultural significance to
the Aboriginal community.
Where required, Roads and Maritime would need to comply with the consultation requirements listed
in Clause 12 and 13 of the Murray REP. The requirements of the Murray REP would be considered
throughout the planning approval stage of the project.

Other relevant legislation
National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974
The National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NPW Act) provides for the conservation and management
of nature and objects, places and features of cultural value. It is the primary legislation for the
protection of Aboriginal cultural heritage in NSW.
Part 6 of the NPW Act provides protection for all Aboriginal objects and Aboriginal places in NSW.
Under Section 90 of the Act, an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) is required before the
disturbance of Aboriginal objects or places.
The environmental assessment of the project will consider the requirements of the NPW Act with
regards to impact to Aboriginal heritage.
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
The Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) provides for the conservation and
protection of threatened species, populations, ecological communities and their habitat. All
threatened species, populations or communities listed on Schedules 1, 1A and 2 of the TSC Act,
likely to occur within 10 kilometres of the study area, and known to use habitats within this area,
would be subject to an assessment of significance. The assessment of significance must address
the requirements of Section 5A of the EP&A Act and be prepared in accordance with the ‘Threatened
Species Assessment Guidelines’ (Department of Environment and Climate Change DECC (now
OEH), 2007).
Field surveys as part of the biodiversity assessment within the study area (Refer to Appendix D) has
identified the presence (or possible presence) of 11 threatened species, of which 8 are listed under
the TSC Act. The assessment of significance has been considered in accordance with the
requirements of Section 5A of the EP&A Act and it the three bridge options are unlikely to have any
significant impact on threatened species and therefore a Species Impact Statement (SIS) is not
required.
Heritage Act 1977
The Heritage Act 1977 (Heritage Act) provides a mechanism for the protection of items of both local
and state non-Aboriginal significance in NSW, and establishes the State Heritage Council. Approval
from the Heritage Council is required before the potential disturbance or excavation of items, relics
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and artefacts with Non-Aboriginal heritage significance.
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is listed on the NSW State Heritage Register and Roads and Maritime
Section 170 Register under this Act. Roads and Maritime is preparing an application for de-listing
the existing bridge as project development for the new crossing continues.
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997
The Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) establishes a regulatory
framework for the protection and restoration of the environment. It provides a mechanism for
licensing for certain activities, listed in Schedule 1 of the POEO Act.
The project would not meet the definition of a scheduled activity under Schedule 1 of the POEO Act,
and an Environmental Protection Licence may be required for the project. If approved, the
construction and operational stages of the project would need to comply with the Act provisions
related to prevention of pollution and waste classification, management and disposal.
Water Management Act 2000
The Water Management Act 2000 provides for the sustainable and integrated management of water
resources for the benefit of both present and future generations. It provides for the implementation
of water sharing plans that establish rules for sharing a water resource while taking into account the
environmental need of the resource.
The three strategic options subject to this PEI are located on land within the Water Sharing Plan for
the Murray Unregulated and Alluvial Water Sources, and the Water Sharing Plan for the NSW Murray
and Lower Darling Regulated Rivers Water Sources.
As a public authority, Roads and Maritime is exempt from the requirement under this Act to obtain
the following:
 A water access licence under Section 56
 A water use approval under Section 89
 A water management work approval under Section 90
 A controlled activity approval or aquifer interference approval under Section 91.
Fisheries Management Act 1994
The Fisheries Management Act 1994 (FM Act) aims to conserve, develop and share the fishery
resources of NSW for the benefit of present and future generations. In particular, the FM Act provides
a mechanism to conserve fish stock, key fish habitats and threatened species, populations, and
communities of fish and marine vegetation.
The biodiversity assessment has determined that there are no FM Act listed species identified as
occurring within five kilometres of the study area, however the Aquatic Ecological Community of the
Local Murray River is listed under the FM Act. The removal of this vegetation in order to construct
the bridge pylons would be a direct permanent impact on the community for each of the three bridge
options. However until a preferred option is selected and design has started, the extent of any
streambed impacts cannot be determined.
Should the project require dredging and reclamation work under Section 198A of the FM Act, Roads
and Maritime as a public authority must notify the Minister for Roads and Freight before the
authorisation or carrying out of any dredging and reclamation work in accordance to in accordance
with Section 199 of the FM Act. Roads and Maritime must consider all the matters that are raised by
the Minister concerning the project within 28 days after the giving of the notice.
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Noxious Weeds Act
The Noxious Weeds Act 1993 (NW Act) establishes control mechanisms to reduce the negative
impact of weeds on the economy, community and environment, and also includes a system for the
identification and control of noxious weeds. The NW Act divides noxious weeds into five categories
which determine the level of control required. Under Section 13 of the Noxious Weeds Act, Roads
and Maritime as a public authority, is obliged to control noxious weeds on land that it owns and
prevent noxious weeds from spreading to adjoining properties.
The management of noxious weeds will need to be considered further throughout the environmental
assessment of the project once the preferred option has been selected.
Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991
The Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991 applies to the acquisition of land (by
agreement or compulsory process) by a public authority authorised to acquire the land by
compulsory process. It provides a guarantee that, when a public authority requires the acquisition of
land, the amount of compensation will not be less than the market value of the land. The Land
Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991 will apply to the acquisition of any land required
for the project. The requirements of the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991 will
be considered further throughout the development of a preferred option and the environmental
assessment of the project.

Local Environmental Plans
Wakool Local Environmental Plan 2013
The project is located within the Wakool Shire local government area (LGA) which is governed by
the planning provisions outlined in the Wakool Local Environmental Plan 2013 (Wakool LEP).
The strategic options are located on land zoned as RU5- Village, W2- Recreational Waterways, RE1Public Recreation and E2- Environmental Conservation (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Land use zones under the Wakool LEP and the Swan Hill Planning Scheme
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The Wakool LEP aims to:
 Identify, protect, conserve and enhance Wakool’s natural assets
 Identify and protect Wakool’s built and cultural heritage assets for future generations
 Protect environmentally sensitive land and conserve native vegetation habitats and threatened
species
 Give priority to the protection, conservation and enhancement of indigenous and nonindigenous cultural heritage.
The designs for the proposed Tooleybuc Bridge replacement would consider the Wakool LEP aims.
Clause 94 of the ISEPP permits Roads and Maritime as a public authority to carry out development
for the purpose of a road and/or road infrastructure facilities on any land without consent. As a result,
consent from Wakool Shire Council would not be required for the project. However, close
consultation with Wakool Shire Council will continue throughout the project.

3.3. Victorian legislation and approvals
Planning approvals pathway
There are two potential planning approval pathways for the proposed Tooleybuc Bridge replacement.
The first involves the preparation of an Environment Effects Statement (EES) under the provisions
of the Environment Effects Act 1978, while the second involves assessment of the project as part of
a planning scheme amendment process under the Planning and Environment Act 1987.
The Environment Effects Act 1978 is the key statute in relation to environmental assessment in
Victoria and is reserved for the assessment of projects that are capable of having a significant impact
on the environment. To help project proponents understand whether to refer a project the Victorian
Government in 2006 published, Ministerial Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects
under the Environment Effects Act 1978. This document defines two sets of criteria for referral:
 Individual potential environmental effects that warrant the referral of the project or
 A combination if two or more potential environmental effects that warrant the referral of the
project.
It is unlikely that any individual potential environmental effects would trigger the referral criteria. The
referral criteria for a combination of the likely potential environmental effects has been analysed (in
Table 1) to determine if this would warrant the referral of the project to the Minister.
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Table 1: Potential environmental impact in Victoria tracked against referral criteria in Ministerial Guidelines for Assessment of Environmental Effects under
the Environment Effects Act 1978
Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Potential clearing of
10 ha or more of
native vegetation,
unless authorised
under an approved
Forest Management
Plan or Fire
Protection Plan

Ecology

There are a number of
native vegetation
communities on the site,
threatened flora and fauna
species and large old trees
(including hollow-bearing
River Red Gum trees) have
been identified on the site.

Environmental
constraints report
and Biodiversity
Constraints
Report

Knowledge gap

Biodiversity
assessment
(Appendix D)
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Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

This option would not
require 10 hectares
or more of clearance.

This option would not
require 10 hectares
or more of clearance

This option would not
require 10 hectares
or more of clearance

Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Knowledge gap

Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

Matters listed under
the Flora and Fauna
Guarantee Act 1988:
- potential loss of a
significant area of a
listed ecological
community; or potential loss of a
genetically important
population of an
endangered or
threatened species
(listed or nominated
for listing), including
as a result of loss or
fragmentation of
habitats; or - potential
loss of critical habitat;
or - potential
significant effects on
habitat values of a
wetland supporting
migratory bird
species

Ecology

There are a number of
native vegetation
communities on the site,
threatened flora and fauna
species and large old trees
(including hollow-bearing
River Red Gum trees) have
been identified on the site.

Further targeted
surveys have been
recommended.

Potential impact on
fragrant saltbush
(Endangered FFG
Act) identified during
site inspection and
sedgy riverine EVC.

Potential for impact
on fragrant saltbush
(Endangered FFG
Act) and on sedgy
and grassy riverine
EVC.

Potential for impact
on grassy and sedgy
riverine EVC.

Potential for impact
on threatened fauna
identified during
desktop analysis.

Potential for impact
on threatened fauna
identified during
desktop analysis.

Clearance is confined
to the bridge
approach and
therefore significant
areas are unlikely to
be impacted.

Clearance is confined
to the bridge
approach and
therefore significant
areas are unlikely to
be impacted.

Environmental
constraints report
and Biodiversity
Constraints
Report
Biodiversity
technical paper
(Appendix D)

Potential for impact
on threatened fauna
identified during
desktop analysis.

Clearance is confined
to the bridge
approach and
therefore significant
areas are unlikely to
be impacted.
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Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Potential extensive or
major effects on
landscape values of
regional importance,
especially where
recognised by a
planning scheme
overlay or within or
adjoining land
reserved under the
National Parks Act
1975

Landscape

The built form, landform,
vegetation and land use
have resulted in two distinct
landscape character zones
in Victoria include the
western agricultural zones
(LCZ1) and the Murray
River and adjoining
recreation areas (LCZ2).

Urban Design
and Landscape
Character
Technical Paper
(Appendix E)
Environmental
Constraints
Report

Knowledge gap

Under the Swan Hill
Planning Scheme Land
Use Zone Overlay, part of
the LCZ1 is designated as
vegetation protection
(schedule 1) and part of
LCZ2 is designated as
Environmental significance
(schedule 1).

Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

Potential for low
impact on LCZ1 as
option aligns with
existing road corridor
and incorporates a
batter in the
agricultural lands
which may require
the removal of some
vegetation.

Negligible impact on
LCZ1 as option
generally aligns with
the existing road
corridor.

Negligible impact on
LCZ1 as option
generally aligns with
the existing road
corridor, however it
will incorporate a
batter that requires
the removal of some
vegetation.

Potential high impact
on LCZ2 due to the
large footprint and
loss of recreational
area to the west of
the river. Design of
the bridge may make
a positive contribution
to landscape
character.

Potential for high
impact in the LCZ2
under Swan Hill
Planning Land Use
Zone Overlay.

Potential extensive or
major effects on land
stability, acid
sulphate soils or
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Ground
conditions

Low strength subgrade may
be encountered within
Murray flood plain and
variable subgrade strength
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Potential for pockets
of accretion and
erosion at meanders
on western riverbank.

Potential for
moderate impact on
LCZ2 as vegetation
may be removed and
lift span bridge may
have minor impact on
river vessels,
however this is the
current situation.
Design of the bridge
may make a positive
contribution to
landscape character.

Unlikely to have
extensive or major
effects on landscape
values of regional
importance.

Potential for small
area of accretion and
erosion at meanders
on western bank of

Potential for
moderate impact on
LCZ2 as vegetation
may be removed and
lift span bridge may
have minor impact on
river vessels,
however this is the
current situation.
Design of the bridge
may make a positive
contribution to
landscape character.

Unlikely to have
extensive or major
effects on landscape
values of regional
importance.

Potential for minor
erosion on western
bank of river.

Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

highly erodible soils
over the short or long
term

Environmental
constraints report

Potential extensive or
major effects on
beneficial uses of
waterbodies over the
long term due to
changes in water
quality, streamflows
or regional
groundwater levels

Hydrology

Detailed
hydrology and
hydraulics study
(Appendix A)

Yellow option

Blue option

may be encountered within
site. Movement of river
banks may give rise to
erosion and sedimentation
and this may result in
scouring at bridge
abutments, affecting
structural stability.

Unlikely to be
extensive or major
impact on erodible
soils.

river. Unlikely to be
extensive or major
impact on erodible
soils.

Unlikely to have
major significant
effects on land
stability.

Unlikely to have
major significant
effects on land
stability.

Flooding at Tooleybuc is
largely controlled by
tributaries upstream and
flood scenarios have been
established using the long
term record at Swan Hill.
The model has been
verified using known flood
levels through the region
for historic events.

Option did not
change existing flood
levels or flooding
behaviour.

Option did not
change existing flood
levels or flooding
behaviour.

Option did not
change existing flood
levels or flooding
behaviour.

Unlikely to have
potential extensive on
major effects on
beneficial uses of
waterbodies in long
term.

Unlikely to have
potential extensive on
major effects on
beneficial uses of
waterbodies in long
term.

Unlikely to have
potential extensive on
major effects on
beneficial uses of
waterbodies in long
term.

Unlikely to have
significant community
or land use impacts .

Unlikely to have
significant community
or land use impacts.

Unlikely to have
significant community
or land use impacts.

Groundwater levels are
expected to be high.
Potential extensive or
major effects on
social or economic
well-being due to
direct or indirect
displacement of nonresidential land use
activities

Socio-economics

Socio-economic
assessment
(Appendix C)

Land uses include
agricultural land to the west
and public conservation
and resource next to the
Murray River.

Knowledge gap

Purple option

Unlikely to have
major effects on land
stability.
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Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Potential for
extensive
displacement of
residences or
severance of
residential access to
community resources
due to infrastructure
development

Socioeconomics

Minimal number of
residences located on
Victorian side of the
Tooleybuc Bridge

Potential significant
effects on the
amenity of a
substantial number of
residents, due to
extensive or major,
long-term changes in
visual, noise and
traffic conditions

Existing
conditions report
Socio-economic
assessment
(Appendix C)
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Existing
conditions report
Socio-economic
assessment
(Appendix C)

Knowledge gap

Minimal number of
residences located on
Victorian side of the
Tooleybuc Bridge

Noise
assessment
report
(Appendix B)
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Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

Potential for negative
impact as option may
require a partial
property acquisition.

Potential for negative
impact as option may
require a partial
property acquisition.

Potential for negative
impact as option may
require a partial
property acquisition.

Unlikely to have
extensive
displacement due to
low numbers of
residents and
agreement from
residents that that
yellow option
presents greatest
benefits from overall
traffic and transport
perspective.

Unlikely to be
extensive or major
effects due to low
number of residents
on Victorian side of
the river.

Unlikely to be
extensive or major
effects due to low
number of residents
on Victorian side of
the river.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Knowledge gap

Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

Potential exposure of
a human community
to severe or chronic
health or safety
hazards over the
short or long term,
due to emissions to
air or water or noise
or chemical hazards
or associated
transport

Existing
conditions report
Socio-economic
assessment
(Appendix C)

Minimal number of
residences located on
Victorian side of the
Tooleybuc Bridge

Unlikely to have
any significant
impact.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Unlikely to have any
significant impact.

Potential extensive or
major effects on
Aboriginal cultural
heritage

Aboriginal cultural
heritage

The Sandhill landforms of
the Murray River has low
archaeological sensitivity,
however it has been
identified as a Potential
Archaeological deposit
area. Consultation has
identified that fish traps
may be present on the river
bed associated with the
Yellow option. However the
field survey did not identify
any sites.

Further subsurface
excavations of the
Sandhill landform
(Potential
Archaeological
Deposit area) and
an archaeological
assessment or
bathymetric survey
of the river bed is
recommended.

Unlikely to have any
extensive or major
significant impact

Unlikely to have any
extensive or major
significant impact

Unlikely to have any
extensive or major
significant impact

Noise
assessment
report
(Appendix B)

Existing
conditions report
Aboriginal cultural
heritage
assessment
(Appendix F)
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Criteria

Topic assessment

Baseline

Potential extensive or
major effects on
cultural heritage
places listed on the
Heritage Register or
the Archaeological
Inventory under the
Heritage Act 1995

Non-Aboriginal
cultural heritage

Tooleybuc Bridge is listed
but in the process of being
removed and the mooring
cross historical site and
steam engine display are of
local significance. None of
these i
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Existing
conditions report

Knowledge gap
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Yellow option

Blue option

Purple option

Unlikely to have any
extensive or major
significant impact.

Potential for impact
on locally significant
assets.

Potential for impact
on locally significant
assets.

Unlikely to be
extensive or major
impacts on assets.

Unlikely to be
extensive or major
impacts on assets.

On the basis of the specialist studies and investigations undertaken to date, it is advised that there
are no significant environmental effects as defined under the Environment Effects Act 1978 that
warrant a referral under either of above criteria. The project would therefore be subject to
assessment and determination under the Planning and Environment Act 1987 (P&E Act) and an
Environment Effects Statement (EES) under the Environment Effects Act 1978 would not be required
for the project.
The P&E Act establishes a framework for planning the use, development and protection of land in
Victoria for the present and long-term interest of Victoria. The P&E Act sets out procedures for
preparing and amending the Victoria Planning Provisions and planning schemes, obtaining permits
under schemes, settling disputes, enforcing compliance with planning schemes and other
administrative procedures.
The assessment of the project would proceed under the P&E Act as amendments to the Swan Hill
Planning Scheme through the application of a public acquisition overlay. For the purposes of the
P&E Act, the relevant council, in this case Swan Hill Rural City Council or the Minister for Planning
will be the planning authority.

Local Environmental Plans
Swan Hill Planning Scheme
The Victorian portion of the project is within the Swan Hill Rural City Council within the Murray-Mallee
Ward. The project is located on land subject to the Swan Hill Planning Scheme.
Under the Swan Hill Planning Scheme, the strategic options are across three land use zones: the
Farming Zone (FZ), Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) and Category 1 Road Zone
(RDZ1) (Figure 5).
There are also three overlays relevant to the three strategic options: schedule 1 environmental
significance overlay (ESO1), land subject to inundation overlay (LSIO) and the schedule 1 vegetation
protection overlay (VPO).
As the likely approval path would be a planning scheme amendment under the P&E Act, the land
use zoning and overlay maps would be amended with a land acquisition overlay that would cover
the footprint of the project.

Other relevant legislation
Environmental Protection Act 1970
The Environmental Protection Act 1970 (Environmental Protection Act) establishes a legislative
framework for the environmental protection in Victoria with regards to sustainable use and holistic
management of the environment.
The Environmental Protection Act establishes the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and
makes provision for their powers, duties and function. These relate to improving the air, land and
water environments by managing waters, control of noise and control of pollution. The Environmental
Protection Act is outcome oriented, with a basic philosophy of preventing pollution and environmental
damage by setting environmental quality objectives and establishing programs to meet them.
State Environment Protection Policies outline more detailed requirements and objectives that the
project must comply with. The EPA, through powers granted in the Environmental Protection Act,
has implemented these policies. Any potential impact of the project on air, land, groundwater and/or
noise would need to consider the requirements of the Environmental Protection Act and the relevant
State Environment Protection Policies (SEPPs). The most relevant SEPPs are identified below:
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 SEPP (Ambient Air Quality) – Sets the air quality objectives and goals for Victoria for common
pollutants, including those outlined in the National Environment Protection Council (Ambient Air
Quality Measure).
 SEPP (Air Quality Management) – Establishes the framework for managing emissions in the
environment from sources of air pollutants to attain the objectives outlined in the SEPP
(Ambient Air Quality).
 SEPP (Waters of Victoria) – Sets the framework for the protection and rehabilitation of Victoria’s
surface water environments by setting environmental quality objectives and articulating the roles
and responsibilities of citizens and strategic actions and tools to address activities that pose a
risk to surface water bodies in Victoria.
 SEPP (Groundwaters of Victoria) – Establishes the framework for maintaining and where
necessary improving groundwater quality to a standard that protect uses (both existing and
potential) and values of groundwater.
 SEPP (Control of Noise from Commerce, Industry and Trade) – Sets out the framework for
protecting people from the effects of noise in noise-sensitive areas such as industrial zones and
commercial premises. This is supported by outlining the noise limits in the SEPP to ensure that
new and proposed developments do not exceed these limits.
Water Act 1989
The Water Act 1989 (Water Act) provides the framework for managing and protecting Victoria’s water
resources. The Water Act outlines the rights of the Crown, individuals and water corporations to
water from all rivers, streams and groundwater systems. It also provides governance for the purpose
of preserving and improving environmental values and health of water ecosystems for those that
derive benefits from water ecosystems.
The Water Act also establishes the requirement and procedures for obtaining licenses for certain
work and uses and identifies the powers for the Catchment Management Authorities (CMAs) in
Victoria. CMAs are responsible for the management of regional waterway, floodplain, drainage and
environmental water. Given the nature of this project it would be necessary to obtain a Works on a
Waterway License from Mallee Catchment Authority in accordance with Part 5 of the Water Act to
undertake construction in the Murray River.
Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
The purpose of the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (FFG Act) is to enable and promote the
conservation of Victoria’s native flora and fauna. The FFG Act also provides a number of procedures
that can be implemented for the conservation, management or control of flora and fauna and the
management of potentially threatening processes.
Schedules 1, 2 and 3 of the FFG Act lists threatened flora, fauna and communities that are protected
under the Act. This helps in the identification of species and communities that require management
intervention to survive, and identifies the processes that require control to minimise threats to native
flora and fauna species and communities across Victoria. Impact on FFG Act listed flora and fauna
on public land would require a permit under the FFG Act in the following circumstances:
 If FFG listed flora species (or other species which the Scientific Advisory Committee has
determined require conservation) that are members of a listed community are anticipated to be
killed, injured, disturbed or collected from public land
 If the area subject to the project is declared critical habitat for the species.
Field surveys undertaken as part of the biodiversity assessment within the study area (Refer to
Appendix D) has identified the presence (or possible presence) of 11 threatened species of which
three are listed under the FFG Act. The project would require an approval under the FFG Act to clear
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native vegetation and vegetation offsets in accordance with the Habitat Hectares Assessment. The
following permits would also be required under the FFG Act:
 A permit for salvage and translocation of any fauna that would reside in the footprint of the
proposal under the FFG Act
 An FFG permit would be required to take the Umbrella Wattle given that the individual is located
on public land.
Wildlife Act 1975
The Wildlife Act 1975 (Wildlife Act) forms the procedural, administrative and operational basis for
the protection and conservation of native wildlife within Victoria. The Wildlife Act is often incorporated
as the default reference for other associated legislation such as the FFG Act, and it is the basis for
the majority of wildlife permit/licensing requirements within the state.
In accordance with the Wildlife Act, if any wildlife is located within vegetation proposed for clearing,
salvage and translocation of such wildlife may be needed in accordance with a management
authorisation under the Wildlife Act.
The biodiversity assessment has identified that a permit would be required under the Wildlife Act
would be required to enable any salvage and translocation of any fauna present within the project
area. All personnel engaged to carry out pre-clearance surveys can only do so with appropriate
authorisation under the Wildlife Act.
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006
The Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 protects Aboriginal Cultural Heritage in Victoria. The project could
potentially be considered a high impact activity in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage
Regulations 2007, including ground disturbance for construction which could potentially impact on
items of registered Aboriginal significance. A Cultural Heritage Management Plan would therefore
be required for the project in accordance with the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006.
The Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment has identified the potential presence of fish traps where
the Yellow option crosses the Murray River. However the border of the two states is the high water
mark on the Victorian bank, therefore any traps would be in NSW and not under the provisions of
the Victorian legislation.
Heritage Act 1995
The Victorian Heritage Act 1995 (Victorian Heritage Act) is the key piece of cultural heritage
legislation for Victoria. The Victorian Heritage Act, administered by Heritage Victoria, establishes the
Victorian Heritage Register, the Heritage Inventory and the Heritage Council of Victoria. The
Victorian Heritage Act also identifies and protects significant heritage places and objects for the State
of Victoria including historic archaeological sites and artefacts, historic buildings, structures and
precincts, gardens, trees and cemeteries, and cultural landscapes. Under the Victorian Heritage Act,
the Heritage Council and Heritage Victoria are responsible for issuing permits for the development
of places of state significance.
The existing Tooleybuc Bridge is listed on the Victorian Heritage Register. An application for delisting the existing bridge is currently being prepared as project development for a new crossing
continues.
Conservations, Forests and Lands Act 1987
The Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 provides a framework for a land management
system and establish a system of land management cooperative agreements.
Section 66(1) of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 states that “prior to the
commencement of any works specified in Schedule 3, a public authority must submit a plan of works
to the Secretary (to the Department of Primary Industries) for comment on any necessary measures
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to be taken for the protection of land, waters and wildlife”.
Development within a habitat determined to be a critical habitat under the FFG Act, is listed under
Schedule 3 of the Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987.
Should it be determined throughout the development of the project that any areas of vegetation
clearance to accommodate the project will involve the removal of critical habitat, Section 66(1) of the
Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 would be applicable as VicRoads is a public authority.
The Habitat Hectares assessment (incorporated into the biodiversity assessment) provides the detail
of vegetation offsets that would be required for each of the bridge options (refer to Appendix D).
Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994
The Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (CLP Act) is the main Victorian legislation that governs
noxious weed and pest animal management in Victoria. The CLP Act also sets provides a framework
for the integrated management and protection of catchments.
Under the CLP Act landowners are responsible for not creating or contributing to land degradation,
including taking all reasonable steps to conserve soil, protect water resources, eradicate regionally
prohibited weeds, and prevent the growth and spread of regionally controlled weeds. Where possible
landowners are also responsible for eradicating established pest animals.
The management of noxious weeds listed under the CLP Act will need to be considered further
throughout the environmental assessment of the project once the preferred option has been
determined.
Road Management Act 2004
The Road Management Act 2004 establishes a coordinated management system for public roads
for promoting safe and efficient State and local public road networks and the responsible use of road
reserves for other legitimate purposes such as the provision of utility services and public transport.
The project, where relevant, will be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the Road
Management Act 2004. This will be considered in additional detail throughout the identification of a
preferred corridor and the environmental assessment of the concept design for the project.
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986
The Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 1986 (LA&C Act) authorises VicRoads to compulsorily
acquire land and pay compensation in accordance with the LA&C Act. Partial and full property
acquisition will be undertaken in accordance with the provisions of the LA&C Act. This will be
considered further throughout the environmental assessment of the project once the preferred
corridor option has been confirmed.
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4. Stakeholder and community consultation
Stakeholder and community consultation seeks to ensure that relevant stakeholder and community
issues are considered in project planning. VicRoads and Roads and Maritime have consulted with
the community and stakeholders throughout the strategic option selection process.

4.1. Community consultation undertaken to date
The following community consultation outlined in Table 2 has been undertaken to date for this
project:
Table 2: Consultation activities undertaken to date
Consultation
activity

Date

Description

Feedback received

Meetings

April 2013

A public information session was
held at the Tooleybuc Sporting
Club, which was attended by a
large number of residents from
Tooleybuc and surrounding
towns. Tooleybuc has a
population of about 180 people
and around 80 people were in
attendance. Roads and Maritime
introduced three initial broad
corridor options for a
replacement bridge (upstream,
central and downstream).

Community preference for the
replacement bridge to be located in
close proximity to the existing bridge to
ensure traffic continues to pass through
the town.

After receiving feedback in April
2013, four high level bridge (no
lift span) alignment options were
shown at a community meeting.
These options were Yellow
(downstream), green (central),
blue (diagonally nearby to
existing bridge) and orange
(upstream). The options showed
the impact a high bridge structure
would have on the township due
to the need for longer and wider
approaches with large
embankments either side of the
bridge.

Feedback from the community
suggested support for the Yellow option,
so long as it connected directly to
Murray Street.

Nov 2013

Leaflets were distributed to
Tooleybuc residents outlining the
current planning status.

As per the November 2013 community
meeting.

May 2014

Consultation leaflets were
distributed in conjunction with the
publication of the Environmental
Constraints Analysis Report

Feedback from the community
suggested support for the Yellow option.

Nov 2013

Community
Updates

Businesses in town rely heavily on
through traffic and that a potential
bypass created by relocating the bridge
too far from its existing alignment would
have a detrimental impact on businesses
and the prosperity of the town.
The community expressed a preference
for a high level bridge, rather than a
lifting span similar to the existing
structure.

There was also some support for a low
level orange option, noting however that
access would need to be provided at
Murray St. This was subsequently
updated and is now the purple option.
Feedback also suggested that the social,
visual and heritage impacts of the other
options with a high level bridge and
adjoining embankments would be
unacceptable, particularly the lack of
access to the main street of Tooleybuc.
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(AECOM, 2014)

Roads and
Maritime
Website

Ongoing

The projects page on Roads and
Maritime’s website includes
published documents and
community updates. The website
address is:
http://www.rms.nsw.gov.au/proje
cts/south-western/tooleybucbridge/index.html

The Roads and Maritime website is
continually updated with relevant
information as the project has
progressed.

Stakeholders involved
Consultation activities undertaken to date have involved various stakeholders in NSW and Victoria.
Murray Darling Basin Authority, NSW Department of Primary Industries (Office of Water), Water
NSW (State Catchment Authority), Victorian Department of Environment and Primary Industries,
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage and Wakool Shire Council have provided input into the
assessment of the flooding constraints study as part of the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement:
environmental constraints analysis report (AECOM, 2014).
The Murray River Skippers Association was consulted to understand potential issues relating to the
safe navigation for the expected river traffic. Feedback suggested that the current alignment, opening
height and spans are satisfactory and that any increase on these dimensions would therefore also
be acceptable.
A list of relevant stakeholders consulted up to date is outlined in Table 3.
Table 3: Relevant Stakeholders
Stakeholders
Murray Darling Basin Authority (MDBA)
NSW Office of Water (NOW)
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH)
Water NSW
Mallee Catchment Management Authority (Mallee CMA)
Murray Local Land Services (Murray LLS)
Swan Hill Rural City Council
Victorian Department of Environment and Primary Industries (DEPI)
Goulburn-Murray Water (GMW)
Wakool Shire Council
NSW Wamba Wamba Local Aboriginal Land Council (Wamba Wamba LALC)
Victorian Wadi Wadi Native Title Group (WWNTG)
Dadi Dadi Weki Weki Aboriginal Corporation
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Stakeholders
Wakool Indigenous Corporation
National Koori Site Management
Kullila Site Consultants
The Murray River Skippers Association (MRSA)
Balranald Shire Council
Tooleybuc Motel
Tooleybuc Club Motor Inn
Tooleybuc Sports Club
Tooleybuc Post Office

Aboriginal community consultation
Aboriginal community consultation has been conducted in accordance with the procedures outlined
in Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation (Roads and Maritime,
2011) and Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation Requirements for Proponents 2010 (Victorian
Department of Environment Climate Change and Water, 2010). The requirements of the Victorian
Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 have also been considered and there is no Registered Aboriginal Party
on the Victorian side of the project area, however Aboriginal Affairs Victoria advised of the
appropriate contacts for consultation.
Consultation has been undertaken with the NSW Aboriginal Focus Group including Wamba Wamba
Local Aboriginal Land Council (Wamba Wamba LALC), Wakool Indigenous Corporation, National
Koori Site Management, Dadi Dadi Weki Weki Aboriginal Corporation and Kullila Site Consultants
and the registered Aboriginal Knowledge Holders including representative from Wamba Wamba
LLAC, Muthi Muthi and Wadi Wadi Aboriginal Corporation.
The stakeholders agreed the methodology for gathering cultural heritage knowledge and provided
feedback on the cultural heritage values of the study area.
Please refer to Appendix F for further information on Aboriginal community consultation.

Value management process
Roads and Maritime held a value management workshop with relevant stakeholders on Thursday
13 November 2014. The objectives of the workshop were:
 To obtain a common understanding of the project and its objectives
 To review the work undertaken to date
 To recommend a preferred option or options, if appropriate, to progress the project to the next
stage of development.
Workshop participants developed and weighted assessment criteria under three key categories
(functional, socio-economic and environmental). Participants then evaluated the performance of
each strategic option against the weighted criteria.
Participants seated in sub groups were asked to reflect on the analysis of the evaluations and make
recommendations as to which strategic option should be considered and assessed in detail.
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All four sub groups independently and unanimously recommended that the Yellow option go forward
for further consideration for the following reasons:
 The functional and socio economic benefits are considerably better than for the blue or purple
options
 The Yellow option best reduces the potential for conflict between through and local traffic in
Murray Street
 The Yellow option eliminates the ninety degree turning requirement for vehicles travelling to /
from Balranald providing an improvement in freight efficiency
 Greater opportunity to improve the safety and efficiency of the Lea Street/Lockhart Road/Murray
Street intersection
 Potential to achieve real improvements in town amenity.
 The recommendation of Yellow option was subject to:
 Satisfactory outcomes from the hydrology, Aboriginal heritage studies and environmental
assessments
 Resolution of intersection treatments with Lea Street/Murray St/Lockhart Road
 Amenity and access for private properties in Victoria being considered and resolved
 Affected landowners being well advised and justly treated
 Community support for the revitalisation of Murray Street.
 Possible areas for additional consideration and focus identified toward the end of the workshop
were:
 Consideration given to the aesthetics of the bridge embankments
 Consideration for affected property owners in Victoria to retain continued access to the river
 Consideration to cyclist requirements.
After this value management workshop, Roads and Maritime made minor design improvements to
the Yellow option to improve the road geometry, aesthetics and bridge embankments (Refer to
Figure 4).

4.2. Ongoing consultation
Roads and Maritime and VicRoads are committed to continued community engagement throughout
the whole process including further designing a preferred option, environmental impact assessment,
detailed design and while building the bridge. This PEI is the next phase in consultation and will
inform a decision on the preferred option.
Information and progress will continue to be relayed via updates posted to community households
and included in local media, meetings with individuals and groups and through a dedicated project
website. In conjunction with the information provided to the community, continued feedback and
comments will be welcomed by the project team.
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5. Strategic options
This chapter describes the key features of the three strategic options (Yellow, Blue and Purple
options) subject to the assessment presented in this report. The strategic options are presented in
Figure 6.

Figure 6: Strategic options for the replacement of Tooleybuc Bridge
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5.1. Yellow Option
The Yellow option would cross the Murray River about 250 metres downstream of the existing bridge.
It is a two lane bridge (one in each direction) with pedestrian and cyclist access along one side of
the bridge.
On the Victorian side, the Yellow option deviates from the existing Mallee Highway, and travels
northeast through vegetated Crown land and privately owned land which would be acquired by
VicRoads.
On the NSW side, a new alignment of the Mallee Highway is proposed. This section of the Yellow
Option would pass through parkland managed by Wakool Shire Council and a section of the River
Retreat Villas before re-joining the existing Mallee Highway road reserve at its intersection with
Murray Street.
The Yellow option would be a fixed span bridge structure which would meet required navigational
clearance at all times. The Yellow option would be a taller bridge with larger embankments required
for the approaches to reach a fixed span height to achieve navigable clearance.
The Yellow option would require the removal and potential relocation of the existing Rural Fire
Service shed located within the Road Reserve, the boat ramp and six River Retreat Villas. This
option would also limit access to a private dwelling located adjacent to the six River Retreat Villas.

5.2. Blue Option
The Blue option would cross the Murray River about 30 metres upstream of the existing bridge. It is
a two lane bridge with pedestrian and cyclist access along one side of the bridge.
On the Victorian side, the Blue option follows the existing Mallee Highway where it then crosses the
Murray River just upstream of the existing Tooleybuc Bridge.
On the NSW side, the Blue option then extends north along Murray Street from the existing
Tooleybuc Bridge to the intersection of Murray Street with Lea Street (Mallee Highway).
The Blue option would be a lift span bridge structure. Maritime navigational clearance of large
vessels would be met at designated times through the operation of a lift span hydraulic mechanism.
The ongoing maintenance requirements of the Blue option would be greater than those for the Yellow
option due to the operation of the lift span.

5.3. Purple Option
The Purple option would cross the Murray River about 120 metres upstream of the existing bridge.
It is a two lane bridge with pedestrian and cyclist access along one side of the bridge.
On the Victorian side, the Purple option follows the existing Mallee Highway until it deviates south of
the Mallee Highway road reserve and crosses the Murray River about 150 metres south of the
existing Tooleybuc Bridge.
On the NSW side, the Purple option then extends north along Murray Street to the intersection of
Murray Street with Lea Street (Mallee Highway). A proposed T- junction at Grant Street connects
the southern section of Murray Street to the new alignment.
The Purple option would be a lift span bridge structure. Maritime navigational clearance of large
vessels would be met at designated times through the operation of the lift span hydraulic mechanism.
The ongoing maintenance requirements of the Purple option would be greater than Yellow option
due to the operation of the lift span.
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6. Methodology for comparative assessment of strategic
options
The methodology to be followed for the assessment of the three strategic options and the selection
of a recommended preferred option with regards to the environmental context is illustrated in Figure
7 and described in the following sections.

Figure 7: Tooleybuc Bridge strategic options assessment methodology

6.1. Step 1: Identify assessment criteria
The project has one relevant environmental objective:
 Minimise environmental impacts and maximise the quality of urban and landscape design
outcomes.
Key assessment criteria have been developed to measure the performance of each strategic option
against this objective. The assessment criteria were developed to be simple, meaningful and
manageable to facilitate the identification of a recommended preferred strategic option from an
environmental context.
The proposed assessment criteria is presented in Table 4 after analysis of issues and comparative
advantages and disadvantages were identified within an environmental context. The assessment
criteria results and analysis are documented in Chapter 7.
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Table 4: Assessment criteria
Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Flooding

Metres Australian
Height Datum
(Average
Recurrence
Interval (ARI) 20
year, 50 year and
100 year)

The detailed methodology for carrying out this
flooding assessment is detailed in Tooleybuc
Bridge Detailed Hydrology and Hydraulics Study
(Cardno, 2015). This technical paper is presented
in Appendix A.

Change on peak
flood levels in
relation to the
existing river
crossing

A hydraulic model was developed for the study
area (six kilometres upstream and downstream of
the project site). The calibrated and validated
hydraulic model was used to assess the existing
conditions for the study area using the design
events, developed using a flood frequency
assessment method. The design events were
simulated for the 20, 50, 100 and 2000 year ARI
events for the study area.
Each of the three strategic options has been
assessed for the 20, 50 and 100 year ARI flood
events and subsequently directly compared to the
existing conditions to determine any changes to
peak flood water surface elevations or flood
behaviour.
This criteria will examine the changes in peak flood
levels for each strategic option at an ARI of 20
year, 50 year and 100 year.
The strategic option with least changes to peak
flood levels for each ARI year would be considered
to best meet the need of the project objective.
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Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Noise

Cumulative noise
change

The detailed methodology for the noise
assessment for the three strategic options is
detailed in Tooleybuc Bridge Replacement Noise
and Vibration Impact Assessment (AECOM, 2014)
(Refer to technical paper in Appendix B).

Perceived change
in noise from
sensitive receivers
in relation to the
existing situation
(no built option)

(dB(A))

This indicator evaluates the cumulative impact and
benefits (changes in noise level) associated with
each strategic option.
These impacts and benefits may be perceived by
members of the community at each residence and
other sensitive receivers and relate to before and
after differences in noise levels. A common method
to assess the perceived impact is to use a rule of
thumb relationship where a 10 dB(A) increase
equates to a doubling in perceived noise level and
a 10 dB(A) decrease is a halving in noise level.
The perceived change for each receiver can be
summed across the entire project so a total
perceived change in noise can be found for each
strategic option. These cumulative scores for each
strategic option may then be used to rank each
option in terms of the cumulative impacts and
benefits.
This also, to a degree, acknowledges that noise
increases in one area of town are not offset by
noise decreases elsewhere. Note that the “No
Build” option will produce a score of one at each
receiver. This may be calculated by the equation:
Perceived change = 2 x (increase in noise/ 10)
This criteria will examine the perceived change in
noise from sensitive receivers in relation to the
existing situation
The strategic option with the least sensitive
receivers’ perceived change in noise would be
considered to best meet the need of the project
objective.
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Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Noise

Number of
receivers

The methodology applied for this noise assessment
is detailed in Tooleybuc Bridge Replacement Noise
and Vibration Impact Assessment (AECOM, 2014)
(Refer to technical paper in Appendix B).

Number of
sensitive receivers
requiring noise
architectural
treatment

The procedure for considering noise mitigation for
projects involving redevelopment of existing roads
is summarised below:
Step 1 - Identify if a dwelling within the identified
project noise catchment will exceed the Road
Noise Policy criteria at a time 10 years post project
opening.
Step 2 - For each sensitive receiver identified in
Step 1 determine if it is reasonable to consider
noise mitigation by comparing to relevant
thresholds. If thresholds are exceeded, mitigation
measures would be considered for affected
receivers.
This criteria examined the number of sensitive
receivers requiring architectural treatment for each
strategic option.
The strategic option with the least number of
sensitive receivers requiring architectural treatment
would be considered to best meet the need of the
project objective.

Socio-economic
Number of
properties requiring
full acquisition

Number of
properties
(Residential nonrural, Residential
rural, Business,
Community
facilities)

This criteria was based on the investigations
documented on the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement
socio-economic assessment (PB, 2014) prepared
for the strategic options and presented in Appendix
C. Note that after the completion of this report,
Roads and Maritime and VicRoads confirmed the
need for to acquire a property in Piangil should the
preferred option proceed.
This criteria indicates the degree of impact on
residential properties, businesses and community
facilities. For the purposes of this assessment, a
property is regarded as directly affected if an option
is likely to require full or partial land acquisition or
the option would otherwise cross within its
boundary (in the case of river based activities).
The strategic option with the least number of
properties requiring full acquisition would be
considered to best meet the need of the project
objective.

Socio-economic
Minimise impact on
Murray River
operation
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Qualitative

This qualitative criteria examines how each of the
options would impact the river access and traffic at
Tooleybuc.
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Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Socio-economic

Qualitative

This qualitative criteria examines the potential
impacts on public foreshore areas and recreational
facilities along the Murray River foreshore
associated with each of the strategic options.

Hectares

This criteria is informed by the field work and
investigation undertaken for the three strategic
options and documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement biodiversity assessment (Envirokey,
2015). This technical paper is presented in
Appendix D.

Minimise impact on
river tourism and
recreation
Biodiversity
Potential direct
impact on identified
habitats, native
vegetation
communities /
Vegetation class
areas

The criteria is a proxy for the comparative potential
direct impacts on habitats, native vegetation
communities and vegetation class areas. It
measures the direct loss of vegetation, the
threatened terrestrial species habitat and aquatic
ecological communities potentially impacted by
each option.
For the purposes of this assessment, the area will
be measured as the indicative area required during
the construction and operation of the strategic
option.
The greater the area the higher the potential impact
on vegetation communities.

Biodiversity
Number of large
trees to be
removed

Number of trees

This indicator is informed by the field work and
investigation undertaken for the three strategic
options and documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement biodiversity assessment (Envirokey,
2015). This technical paper is presented in
Appendix D.
This criteria counts the number of large River Red
Gum trees to be removed in the case of each
option. Large trees have ecological value in terms
of their potential to support hollows, which may
provide habitat for a range of the threatened
species.
The larger the number of trees to be removed, the
greater the potential impact on mature trees.
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Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Aboriginal
heritage

Quantitative

This indicator is informed by the investigations
undertaken for the three strategic options
documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement
Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment (Jacobs,
2015). This technical paper is presented in
Appendix F.

Extent of impact on
Aboriginal heritage

This criteria considers the number of known AHIMS
registered sites, scarred trees, mound sites or any
other site identified by the heritage studies and
consultation with the potential to be destroyed or
impacted by each strategic option as well as
impacts on areas of potential archaeological
sensitivity.
Landscape
Impacts on
landscape
character zones

Qualitative

The methodology for carrying out this landscape
assessment is detailed in Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement urban design study including
landscape character and visual impact assessment
(PAA Design, 2014) and the Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement review of revised option (PAA Design,
2015) technical papers which are found in
Appendix E.
This criteria compares the extent to which the new
bridge maintains the integrity of the existing
landscape character zones as identified by the
urban design consultant, based on Roads and
Maritime’s Guideline for landscape character and
visual impact assessment.
The strategic option with the least number of high
sensitivity (how sensitive the character of the
setting is to the proposed change and its capacity
to absorb the change) and Magnitude (scale, form
and character of the option) results would be
considered to have the least impact on landscape
character.
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Assessment
criteria

Assessment
measure

Description

Visual impact

Qualitative

The methodology for carrying out this visual impact
assessment is detailed in Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement urban design study including
landscape character and visual impact assessment
(PAA Design, 2014) and the Tooleybuc Bridge
replacement review of revised option (PAA Design,
2015) technical papers (Refer to Appendix E).

Visual impacts
from key view
points

This criteria compares the extent to which the new
bridge maintains the visual integrity of the views
offered from key viewpoints. The assessment is
based on Roads and Maritime’s Guideline for
landscape character and visual impact
assessment.
The levels of significance of potential visual
impacts have been assessed through consideration
of the combination of magnitude of visual change in
the landscape and its proximity to the viewer and
the sensitivity in relation to the quality of the view
and how sensitive it is to the proposed change.
The strategic option with the least number of high
sensitivity (how sensitive the character of the
setting is to the proposed change and its capacity
to absorb the change) and Magnitude (scale, form
and character of the option) results would be
considered to have the least visual impact.

6.2. Step 2: Comparative assessment and analysis
The comparative performance of each strategic option and comparative advantages and
disadvantages were analysed and used to score each of the options against the criteria as described
below.

Scoring
A score out of three was assigned for each strategic option against the criteria, where three was
awarded to the best option for each criterion, and the other two options were scored based on their
relative performance against the best option. The following scale was used for the scoring as a guide:
 Score of 3 for the best option
 Score of 2: moderate difference when compared with best option
 Score of 1: very strong difference when compared with best option.
Then, weightings were assigned to the scores as described in the section below.

Weighted scoring
Weighed scores were assigned to reflect the relative importance of each criteria. Four weighting
scenarios were employed to assess the three strategic options:
 Base case scenario. This scenario assigns equal relative weighting to each criterion. Under this
weighting scenario, environmental, socio-economic and heritage aspects are equally important
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and impact minimisation on these environmental aspects have comparable priority at the
strategic route selection stage
 Scenario 1. This scenario gives increased weight to socio-economic criteria
 Scenario 2. This scenario gives increased weight to the natural environment criteria
 Scenario 3. This scenario takes into consideration the weights used at the November 2014
Value Management Workshop.

6.3. Step 3: Identification of recommended preferred environmental
option
The comparative assessment and analysis and the cumulative results of the weighted scores were
analysed and formed the basis for the recommendation of a preferred strategic option for the
Tooleybuc Bridge replacement.
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7. Comparative assessment and analysis
This chapter documents the comparative assessment and scoring of the three strategic options
against the relevant project objectives using the assessment methodology defined in Chapter 6.
The assessment was informed by the field work and various investigations undertaken up to date
which are presented in the technical papers appended to this report.
The assessment of the strategic options is presented for each relevant criteria in Sections 7.1-7.6.

7.1. Flooding impacts
The comparative assessment of the strategic options against the flooding assessment criteria is
presented in Table 5. This comparative assessment should be read in conjunction with the Tooleybuc
Bridge Detailed Hydrology and Hydraulics Study (Cardno, 2015) (Refer to Appendix A).
Table 5: Flooding impacts: assessment results
Criteria

Measurable

Average recurrence
interval flood event

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Change on peak flood
levels in relation to
the existing river
crossing

Metres
Australian
Height Datum

20 year

0.04

-0.01

0.04

50 year

0.04

0

0.04

100 year

0.04

0

0.01

Table 5 shows that the options would result in negligible changes (from zero to four centimetres) on

the existing peak flood levels on a 20, 50 and 100 year average recurrence interval flood event. The
small differences observed in peak flood levels within options reflect their location within the
floodplain.
As there is negligible change in flood conditions, none of the options trigger the need for flood
mitigation structures to be constructed.
It is considered the three options perform equally well in terms of minimising flood impacts as they
would maintain the peak flood conditions within acceptable limits of existing conditions. The scoring
assigned to the flooding impacts assessment criteria is as follows:
Flooding impacts assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

3

3

3

7.2. Noise impacts
Table 6 presents the comparative assessment of the strategic options against the noise assessment

criteria. The results presented on the table below should be read in conjunction with the Noise and
Vibration Impact Assessment Tooleybuc Bridge Replacement (AECOM, 2014) technical paper
(Refer to Appendix B), and the methodology outlined in Chapter 6.
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Table 6: Noise impact: results

*

Criteria

Measurable

Yellow*

Blue

Purple

Perceived change in noise
from sensitive receivers in
relation to the existing situation
(no built option)

Cumulative noise
change

-11.9

+0.7

+2.8

Number of sensitive receivers
requiring noise architectural
treatment

Number of receivers

0

0

1

(dB(A))

It assumes sensitive receiver located at 2 River Street, Tooleybuc would need to be acquired to enable the project.

The assessment of the strategic options against the criteria found that the Yellow option would result
in the most beneficial change in road traffic noise levels, resulting in a perceivable reduction in the
noise impact to sensitive receivers relative to the existing conditions.
The Blue option would result in a negligible increase in road traffic noise while the Purple option
would result in the highest perceived increase in road traffic noise of all the strategic options.
The Purple option would also result in minor exceedances of the applicable noise criteria and could
trigger consideration of noise mitigation treatment for one sensitive receiver.
On the basis of this assessment, it is concluded the Yellow option performs better in terms of
reducing road traffic noise impacts to the Tooleybuc community. The scoring assigned to the noise
impacts criteria is presented below.
Noise impacts scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

3

2

1

7.3. Socio-economic impacts
Property acquisition criteria
The comparative assessment of the strategic options against the property acquisition criteria is
presented in Table 7 and illustrated in Figure 8. This assessment should be read in conjunction with
the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement socio-economic assessment (PB, 2014) technical paper which is
found in Appendix C.
Table 7: Property acquisition results
Criteria

Measurable

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Number of properties
requiring full acquisition

Residential non-rural

0

0

0

1

0

0

(No.)
Residential rural
(No.)
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Criteria

Measurable

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Business

1

0

0

1

0

0

(No.)
Community facilities
(No.)
Table 7 shows the Yellow option would have the greatest property acquisition impacts as it would

result in full acquisition of the Tooleybuc River Retreat Villages (No 1 Lea Street), the lot occupied
by the NSW Rural Fire Service facilities (Lea Street, Tooleybuc) and the acquisition of the rural
property located at 117 Tooleybuc Road, Piangil. These services are likely to be relocated within the
town as they provide a key service to the town. The Yellow option would also result in acquisition of
land currently used for vehicular access for one residential property in Tooleybuc (No 2 River Street).
Alternative property access road or Right of Way will be required for this property of the Yellow option
were to proceed.
There would not be full property acquisitions required for the Blue and Purple options.
The Blue and Purple options perform equally well while the Yellow option performs slightly worse
against the criteria. The assessment scoring assigned to the three options as follows:
Property acquisition assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

2

3

3
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Figure 8: Properties requiring full acquisition
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River operations criteria
The Blue and Purple options would require a lift span bridge and large boats would be restricted to
cross beneath the Blue and Purple options at certain times. Conversely, the Yellow option is a fixed
span high level bridge which improves river traffic movements.
In terms of use of the Murray River, the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement socio-economic assessment
(PB, 2014) (refer to Appendix C) noted the Yellow option eastern approach would impact the existing
boat ramp which is the only formal access point for recreational boats to the Murray River at
Tooleybuc. Roads and Maritime would need to relocate the boat ramp to a suitable location to be
determined in consultation with Wakool Shire Council and other stakeholders. The Purple and Blue
options are located on a straight section of the Murray River which make them more preferable for
ease of navigation of recreational boats. However the Yellow option is located in a meander which
subject to further design, it is likely that there would be at least double the navigational clearance
between piers compared to the current bridge. On balance however the three strategic options score
similarly in terms of the river operations criteria.
The assessment scoring assigned to the three options as follows:
River operations criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

2

2

2

Tourism and recreation criteria
The comparative assessment of the strategic options against areas that would be directly impacted
by the three options are presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Impacts on the Murray River tourism and recreation
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All options would have the potential to impact recreational areas along the Murray River foreshore.
Figure 9 shows the Yellow option would occupy a reasonable portion of the Tooleybuc Reserve
recreational area and is likely to impact on the existing shared path that runs parallel to the foreshore.
The Blue and Purple options would occupy some of the Harry Lacey Park with the Purple option
likely to impact the park’s existing picnic table and BBQ facilities.
None of the options would have a direct impact on the Mensforth Park facilities (toilets and picnic
tables) and recreation areas (playground, shared path and open space) frequently used by passing
by visitors.
Overall, the Purple and Blue options are considered to have impacts on the recreational access,
tourism and recreational activities related to the Murray River as it splits the river front in two. The
Yellow is considered the best performer among the three options as it improves navigation by
increasing the horizontal and vertical clearance and it allows for Mensforth Park to extend along the
river front thus improving the recreational/business opportunities. The scoring assigned to each
option is as follows:
River tourism and recreation assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

3

2

2

7.4. Biodiversity impacts
The assessment result for the biodiversity criteria are presented in Table 8 and illustrated in Figure
10. This section should be read in conjunction with the biodiversity assessment undertaken for the
three options and documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement biodiversity assessment
(EnviroKey, 2015). This technical paper is found in Appendix D.
Table 8: Biodiversity criteria assessment results
Criteria

Measurable

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Potential direct impact on
identified habitats, native
vegetation communities /
Vegetation class areas

Hectares of native
vegetation and
terrestrial habitat
(Permanent)

1.9

0.46

1.11

Hectares of native
vegetation and
terrestrial habitat
(Temporary)

3.77

3.79

0.08

Hectares of
threatened Aquatic
Ecological Community

0.85

0.17

0.44

Number of trees

44

6

10

Number of large trees to be
removed

When comparing the direct impacts of the three options it has been established that the Yellow
option would have the greatest potential impact on native vegetation, hollow bearing trees and
threatened ecological communities. The Blue option would have the least impact on native
vegetation, hollow-bearing trees and threatened ecological communities. The Purple option has a
slighter greater impact in comparison with the Blue option.
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However, the biodiversity assessment has concluded that all three options are ‘unlikely’ to have a
‘significant effect’ on threatened and migratory biota and their habitats in accordance with
Commonwealth and State legislation.
The assessment scoring assigned to the three options is presented below.
Biodiversity impacts assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

1

3

2
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Figure 10: Proposed temporary and permanent biodiversity impact areas associated with each of the
options
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7.5. Aboriginal heritage impacts
The assessment result for the Aboriginal heritage impacts are shown in Figure 11. This section
should be read in conjunction with the Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment undertaken for the
three options and documented in the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement Aboriginal cultural heritage
assessment (Jacobs, 2015). This technical paper is found in Appendix F.
Table 9 Cultural heritage criteria assessment results
Criteria

Measurable

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Extent of impact on
Aboriginal heritage

Qualitative
measure
of
AHIMS registered sites,
scarred trees, mound sites or
any other site identified

Potential
impacts on fish
traps and PAD

Potential
impact on PAD

Potential
impact on PAD

Field surveys undertaken as part of the Aboriginal cultural heritage assessment have identified the
presence of a Sandhill landform within 10 metres of the river bank on the NSW side of the river. This
landform is a potential archaeological deposit (PAD). As such subsurface excavations should be
undertaken for the PAD in accordance with Requirement 16 of the Code of Practice which outlines
the requirements for test excavations, procedures for recovering objects that must be adhered to
and provides advisory notes for combining test excavation units and sieving. Where subsurface
excavations are undertaken on the Victorian side of the river, this would be undertaken in accordance
with the agreed procedures outlined in the Cultural Heritage Management Plan.
Consultation with the Aboriginal Knowledge Holders has identified the presence of fish traps in the
Murray River at Tooleybuc and although the exact location and extent of the fish traps is not known,
potential locations have been identified in proximity to the Yellow option as shown in Figure 11.
An archaeological assessment of the Murray River bed should occur if low water-levels allow this,
otherwise a bathymetric survey is proposed to map the river bed to detect the presence of any
structures that exist.
If fish traps are positively identified within the Yellow option then impact to the fish traps would only
be allowed through the granting of an Aboriginal Heritage Impact Permit (AHIP) by OEH. Given the
rarity and high cultural significance of fish traps to the local Aboriginal community, approval by OEH
to impact upon the fish traps may not be obtained. However further design and cooperative work
with the local Aboriginal community would assist in avoiding and thus managing potential impacts
on the fish traps.
There are currently no known impacts to Aboriginal cultural heritage, however the Yellow option has
the greatest potential to encounter an unexpected Aboriginal cultural heritage item given the potential
of fish traps in the locality and the fact that this option has the largest footprint of all of the options.
The preference at this stage would be to minimise the amount of impact to potential unidentified subsurface Aboriginal cultural material by minimising the construction footprint for each of the options.
Further, the Aboriginal Knowledge Network have identified ‘non impact areas’ as shown in Figure 11
where they would have little or no impact from construction activities.
Aboriginal heritage impacts assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

2

3

3
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Figure 11: Potential impacts on Aboriginal cultural heritage
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7.6. Landscape character and visual impacts
The assessment results for the landscape and visual impact criteria are presented in Table 10. The
landscape character zones and key viewpoints relevant to the assessment are presented in Figure
12. The assessment results should be read in conjunction with the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement
urban design study including landscape character and visual impact assessment (PAA Design,
2014) and the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement review of revised option (PAA Design, 2015) technical
papers (Refer to Appendix E).
Table 10: Landscape and visual criteria assessment results
Criteria

Zone / viewpoint*

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Impacts on landscape
character zones

Zone 1

Low

Negligible

Negligible

Zone 2

High

Moderate

Moderate

Zone 3

Moderate-

Low

Moderate-

Low
Visual impacts from key view
points

*
**

Low

Viewpoint 1

Negligible

Negligible

High

Viewpoint 2

N/A**

Low

Negligible

Viewpoint 3

Negligible

Negligible

High

Viewpoint 4

Negligible

Negligible

High

Viewpoint 5

Negligible

High

Low

Viewpoint 6

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Viewpoint 7

Moderate-Low

Low

Negligible

Viewpoint 8

Moderate-Low

Negligible

Negligible

Viewpoint 9

High

Low

Low

Viewpoint 10

High

Low

Negligible

Viewpoint 11

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Viewpoint 12

Moderate

Negligible

Negligible

Refer to Figure 12 for location of landscape character zones and viewpoints.
Not applicable as this visual sensitive receiver would be acquired as part of the project.
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Figure 12: Landscape zones and key viewpoints relevant to the strategic options
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Landscape criteria
Table 10 and the Tooleybuc Bridge replacement urban design study including landscape character

and visual impact assessment technical paper (Appendix E) suggests the Blue option would have
the least overall impact on the landscape character zones because its approach batters are smaller
and the proposed alignment generally follows the existing road alignment although it would require
some vegetation removal. The Purple option would have slightly greater potential impacts on
landscape character than the Blue option as it extends further into the Tooleybuc village landscape
character zone. The Yellow option has the largest footprint of the options, however it would not have
an impact on the riverside recreational lands landscape character zone.

Visual impacts criteria
In regards to the visual impact criteria, the Blue option would have the least overall visual impact of
the three strategic options. This is because its connecting roads, approaches and bridge viewshed
are comparable to the existing crossing, however it would result in the physical separation of
Mensforth Park and Harry Lacey Park on the riverfront. The Yellow option has the greatest overall
footprint, however it would not impact on river users, and would have the benefit of allowing the
creation of a unified linear riverside park adjoining the village and re-directing heavy vehicles away
from the village. The Purple option would be more visible from the southern agricultural areas
(viewpoint 1 in Figure 12) and the immediately adjoining residential land at Tooleybuc (viewpoints 3
and 4 in Figure 12).
Overall, it is considered that the Yellow option would best minimise landscape and visual impacts.
The scoring assigned to each option for the landscape and visual impacts criteria is as follows:
Landscape and visual impacts assessment criteria scoring
Yellow

Blue

Purple

3

2

2
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8. Score weighting results
This chapter presents the weighted scoring results achieved by each strategic option against the
environmental criteria.
Four weighting scenarios have been developed to examine how much the results depend on
changes to the criteria weights. The various weightings were used as a means of checking the
robustness of the outcome of the analysis and considered the following weighting scenarios:
 Base case scenario. This scenario assigns equal relative weighting to each criteria. Under this
weighting scenario, environmental, socio-economic and heritage aspects are equally important
and impact minimisation on these environmental aspects have comparable priority at the
strategic route selection stage
 Scenario 1. This scenario gives increased weight to socio-economic criteria
 Scenario 2. This scenario gives increased weight to the natural environment criteria
 Scenario 3. This scenario takes into consideration the weights used at the November 2014
Value Management Workshop.
The results of the weighting scenarios are illustrated in Figure 13 and presented in Table 11.
The Blue option obtained the highest cumulative score and ranked first for the base case scenario
and Scenario 2. Although the Blue option obtained lower scores than the Yellow option for the noise,
landscape and visual and river tourism and recreation criteria, it would still provide an acceptable
option for the Tooleybuc community.
The Yellow option ranked second in performance within the base case scenario and Scenario 1
mainly due to the required property acquisition, native vegetation clearance and potential heritage
impacts. However the Yellow option ranked first for Scenario 2 and Scenario 3 weighted
assessments due to relatively low socio-economic and landscape character and visual impacts.
The Purple option ranked lowest in all scenarios due to impacts associated with operational traffic
noise, biodiversity, landscape and visual and river tourism and recreation. It is the only option that
would result in noise exceedances above the applicable noise criteria and would trigger the need for
considering noise mitigation requirements on a sensitive receiver.

Figure 13: Weighted scoring results
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Table 11: Score weighting results
Base case: equal weight for all
assessment criteria

Scenario 1: Increased weight to
socio-economic criteria

Scenario 2: Increased weight to
the natural environment criteria

Scenario 3: Weights used at the
Value Management Workshop

Weight
(%)

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Weight
(%)

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Weight
(%)

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Weight
(%)

Yellow

Blue

Purple

Minimise
flood
impacts

14.3

0.4

0.4

0.4

8

0.2

0.2

0.2

23

0.7

0.7

0.7

22.0

0.7

0.7

0.7

Minimise
noise
impacts

14.3

0.4

0.3

0.1

19

0.6

0.4

0.2

8

0.2

0.2

0.1

13.5

0.4

0.3

0.1

Minimise
socioeconomic
impacts

14.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

19

0.4

0.6

0.6

8

0.2

0.2

0.2

7.0

0.1

0.2

0.2

Minimise
biodiversity
impacts

14.3

0.1

0.4

0.3

8

0.1

0.2

0.2

23

0.2

0.7

0.5

9.5

0.1

0.3

0.2

Minimise
landscape /
visual
impacts

14.3

0.4

0.3

0.3

19

0.6

0.4

0.4

7

0.2

0.1

0.1

19.0

0.6

0.4

0.4

Minimise
river
operation
impacts

14.3

0.4

0.3

0.3

19

0.6

0.4

0.4

8

0.2

0.2

0.2

19.0

0.6

0.4

0.4

Minimise
cultural
heritage
impacts

14.3

0.3

0.4

0.4

8

0.2

0.2

0.2

23

0.5

0.7

0.7

9.5

0.2

0.3

0.3

Sum

100%

2.4

2.6

2.3

100%

2.6

2.4

2.2

100%

2.2

2.8

2.5

100%

2.6

2.5

2.2

Criteria
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9. Recommended preferred option
This chapter recommends a preferred option for the replacement of the Tooleybuc Bridge based on
environmental, socio-economic and heritage considerations. It also maps out the next steps to follow
on the project development process.

9.1. Recommended preferred option
After the assessment of the strategic options against environmental, socio-economic, heritage,
landscape and urban design assessment criteria, the Blue option was found to be the best
performing strategic option. The report considers the Blue option as best meeting the environmental
project objectives.
Therefore, this report identifies the Blue option as the recommended preferred option for the
Tooleybuc Bridge replacement from an environmental context.

9.2. Next steps
The process to identify a preferred option is shown in the flow chart in Figure 14 below.

Figure 14: Process to identify a preferred option
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Community feedback will be invited to refine the concept design. A concept design for the preferred
option would be further refined after both states decide to proceed with a preferred option. Planning
approval documents for NSW and Victoria will be prepared for display and community and
stakeholder comment prior to determining planning approval.
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Terms and abbreviations
Term

Description

ARI

Average Recurrence Interval

CLP Act

Catchment and Land Protection Act 1994 (Victoria)

CMAs

Catchment Management Authorities

EES

Environment Effects Statement under the Environment Effects Act 1978
(Victoria)

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)

EPBC Act

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Commonwealth). Provides for the protection of the environment,
especially matters of national environmental significance, and provides a
national assessment and approvals process.

DEPI

Department of Environment, Land, Water & Planning (Victoria)

FFG Act

Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 (Victoria)

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

GMW

Goulburn-Murray Water (Victoria)

GML

General Mass Limits

HML

Higher Mass Limits

ISEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007

LALC

Local Aboriginal Land Council

LEP

Local Environmental Plan. A type of planning instrument made under Part
3 of the EP&A Act.

LGA

Local government area

MDBA

Murray-Darling Basin Authority

MNES

Matters of national environmental significance as defined by the
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999

NOW

Office of Water (NSW)

NPW Act

NSW National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)

NSW

New South Wales

NW Act

Noxious Weeds Act 1993 (NSW)

OEH

Office of Environment and Heritage (NSW) (formerly known as
(Department of Environment and Climate Change (DECC))
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PEI report

Preliminary Environmental Investigation Report (this report)

P&E Act

Planning and Environment Act 1987 (Victoria)

POEO Act

Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW)

REF

Review of Environmental Factors

Murray REP

Murray Regional Environmental Plan No. 2 – Riverine Land (a deemed
SEPP)

SEPP

Either:
State Environmental Planning Policy. A type of planning instrument made
under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW).
State Environment Protection Policies. A type of planning instrument made
under the Environmental Protection Act 1970 (Victoria)

TfNSW

Transport for New South Wales

The project

Tooleybuc Bridge replacement and associated road approaches on each
side of the river

TSC Act

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW)
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Hydrology and Hydraulics
Technical Paper
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Appendix B
Noise and Vibration Technical
Paper
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Socio-economic Technical
Paper
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Biodiversity Technical Paper
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Appendix E
Urban Design, Landscape
Character and Visual Impact
Technical Paper
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Aboriginal Heritage Technical
Paper
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